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Abstract

Background: To manage public expenditures in the mid-1990s, British Columbia implemented evidence-based drug coverage policies, including “reference pricing.” Industry lobbied against the province’s policy, arguing that reference pricing harms patients and that it is inconsistent with federal and provincial legislation. Researchers and the courts have studied and rejected industry’s claims. However, industry also threatened to halt R&D investment in British Columbia and continues to so threaten other provinces contemplating evidence-based drug coverage policies. The purpose of this study is to review evidence regarding these threats.

Methods: Provincial-level R&D data for 1988–2006 were used to analyze the impact of BC PharmaCare’s policies on pharmaceutical R&D in British Columbia. We used statistical analyses to determine whether the province’s policies affected BC-based R&D as expressed in two ways: (1) as inflation-adjusted expenditure per capita in British Columbia and (2) as the ratio of expenditure per capita in the province over expenditure per capita in the rest of Canada.

Results: Evidence-based drug coverage policies had no statistically significant negative effects on BC-based pharmaceutical R&D. BC R&D was slightly above expected trends in 1997 and slightly below expected trends in 1998 and 1999 (though not statistically significantly in either case). From 2001 to 2003, BC R&D was (statistically significantly) above expected trends.

Conclusions: While they are part of the politics of the pharmaceutical sector, claims and threats regarding connections between coverage policy and location of R&D investment are not borne out in British Columbia’s experience. This is likely because, as suggested by business and economic literature, firms locate R&D based on the expected cost-to-firm and productivity of the R&D investment itself. Prudent policy would therefore manage pharmaceutical expenditures using evidence-based policies and pursue scientific and economic development goals through direct and strategic government investment in local scientific capacity.

Résumé

Contexte : Afin de gérer les dépenses publiques au milieu des années 90, la Colombie-Britannique a mis en œuvre des politiques d’assurance-médicaments fondées sur des preuves – y compris l’établissement du coût en fonction du produit de référence. L’industrie s’est élevée contre la politique de la province, soutenant qu’elle était nuisible pour les patients et qu’elle contrevienait aux lois fédérales et provinciales. Des chercheurs et des tribunaux ont examiné puis rejeté les revendications de l’industrie. Toutefois, cette dernière a également menacé de mettre fin aux investissements en R&D en Colombie-Britannique et continue de menacer d’autres provinces qui envisagent d’adopter des politiques d’assurance-médicaments fondées sur


Conclusions : Bien qu’elles fassent partie de la politique du secteur pharmaceutique, les revendications et les menaces concernant les liens entre les politiques d’assurance-médicaments et l’emplacement des investissements en R&D ne se sont pas corroborées par l’expérience de la Colombie-Britannique. C’est probablement parce que, comme le suggère la documentation économique et industrielle, les sociétés choisissent l’emplacement des projets de R&D en fonction des coûts prévus et de la productivité des investissements en R&D proprement dits. Une politique prudente permettrait donc de gérer les dépenses pharmaceutiques avec des politiques fondées sur des preuves, et de poursuivre des objectifs scientifiques et de développement économique grâce à des investissements gouvernementaux stratégiques dans les capacités scientifiques locales.
subsidies for drugs in select classes based on the price of lowest-cost alternatives within those classes. Any product would be exempted from British Columbia’s reference pricing policy if the manufacturer could provide scientific evidence to substantiate claims of superiority in terms of clinically relevant patient health outcomes (Morgan et al. 2004).

Industry strongly opposed BC PharmaCare’s approach to coverage policy and, in particular, the use of reference pricing. Manufacturers launched advertising campaigns suggesting that reference pricing would have negative effects on patient health and the healthcare system and initiated a lawsuit challenging the legality of the policy (Coutts 1995; Mullens 1997; Brunt et al. 1998). Several independent research studies and the BC courts have vindicated government on these counts (Grootendorst and Holbrook 1999; Hazlet and Blough 2002; Morfitt et al. 2002; Schneeweiss, Soumerai et al. 2002; Schneeweiss, Walker et al. 2002; Schneeweiss et al. 2003, 2004). Industry also argued that British Columbia would lose on investment because BC PharmaCare’s policies were “unfriendly” towards patented pharmaceutical manufacturers. This contention has been less thoroughly investigated and is the subject of this paper.

Impact of BC PharmaCare Policies on R&D in BC

Data

Patented Medicine Prices Review Board (PMPRB) data on pharmaceutical company R&D expenditures provide information necessary to determine whether British Columbia’s evidence-based drug coverage policies, and in particular its reference pricing policy, had a significant effect on local R&D investment. The PMPRB collects industry self-reported data on amounts that pharmaceutical companies spend on R&D activities in each province. While firms may have incentives to overstate R&D amounts – in order to appear to have lived up to promised levels of R&D (Kalant and Shrier 2006) – the impact of such incentives should not affect this analysis of BC PharmaCare’s policy impacts. For example, in their analysis of the national impact of changes in drug patent policy, Grootendorst and Di Matteo (2007) found comparable results using the PMPRB data versus data from Statistics Canada. We used PMPRB data because publicly available Statistics Canada data on pharmaceutical R&D are not available at a regional level. PMPRB reports R&D expenditures by companies marketing patented drugs that belong to the brand-name industry association (Canada’s Research-Based Pharmaceutical Companies, or Rx&D) and by all pharmaceutical companies marketing patented drugs. For this analysis we used the latter set of data.
Methods

We searched for evidence of an impact of PharmaCare policy in BC-based R&D by pharmaceutical companies in two ways. First, we searched for changes in inflation-adjusted pharmaceutical R&D expenditure per capita in British Columbia, controlling for pre-policy time trends. Second, just as researchers use other economic sectors to control for general trends in R&D when studying total pharmaceutical sector R&D (Grootendorst and Di Matteo 2007), we used trends in pharmaceutical R&D in the rest of Canada to control for factors that might be affecting BC-based R&D in ways other than the specific PharmaCare policies studied here. To do this, we looked for changes in the ratio of expenditure per capita in British Columbia over expenditure per capita in the rest of Canada, controlling for pre-policy time trends in that ratio.

We performed a time series analysis (using SAS for Windows v.9) to test for changes in trends or levels of BC-based pharmaceutical R&D. The models computed were linear ordinary least squares regressions with co-variance matrices adjusted for autocorrelation. In separate regressions (owing to lack of statistical degrees of freedom), we tested for policy impacts following 1995 (the year reference pricing was initiated for three drug classes) and following 1997 (the year the program was expanded to two further classes). Finally, after visual inspection of the data, we tested for temporary changes in BC-based R&D during the periods of 1998 to 2000 and 2001 to 2003 because BC-based R&D in those periods appeared to be below and above trends, respectively. There was an as-yet-unexplained 36% decrease in pharmaceutical company spending on BC-based R&D in 2006. Findings of our statistical analysis were not affected by the exclusion of that data point.

Results

Figure 1 illustrates pharmaceutical R&D expenditure for British Columbia in inflation-adjusted (year 2006) dollars per capita and as a ratio relative to R&D expenditure per capita in the rest of Canada. The figure also illustrates forecast data based on a best-fitting time series regression model using the pre-policy data spanning 1988 to 1997. Forecasts from 1988 to 1995 are similar, but suggest a more modest policy impact because the increase in BC-based R&D from 1995 to 1997 was more rapid than pre-policy trends. We chose to illustrate the 1988 to 1997 model in order to increase the chance of detecting a negative impact of BC PharmaCare’s policies.
There were no statistically significant changes in either the level or the trend of BC-based pharmaceutical R&D in absolute terms or relative to the rest of Canada following the implementation (1995) or expansion (1997) of reference pricing. However, per capita investment in British Columbia plateaued from 1998 to 2000. While it is not statistically significant (p=.51 for per capita levels, p=.17 for ratios relative to the rest of Canada), if the decline in BC-based R&D from 1998 to 2000 were attributable to BC PharmaCare’s policies, the potential R&D lost (in comparison to trend) would be valued at $6.5 million (year 2006 dollars), or roughly $2 million per year for three years. From 2001 to 2003, BC-based R&D increased to statistically significant levels above trends (p<.01 for per capita levels and for ratios relative to the rest of Canada). The increase in BC-based R&D investment by patent-holding drug companies from 2001 to 2003 would be valued as a windfall (in comparison to trend) of $28.5 million (year 2006 dollars), or about $9 million per year for three years.

Relative to the rest of Canada, pharmaceutical company R&D in British Columbia was low and on a slightly – though not statistically significant – downward trend through the pre-policy era (1988 to either 1995 or 1997). During the pre-policy period, per capita spending on R&D in the province was approximately 75% to 80% lower.
than per capita spending on R&D in the rest of Canada. The relative size of BC-based R&D investment trended slightly – though not statistically significantly – upward through the post-policy period. From 2001 to 2005, per capita pharmaceutical R&D was approximately 70% lower in British Columbia than in the rest of Canada.

Discussion

Policy analysis is often challenging because of the difficulty of finding valid counterfactuals against which to compare policy experience. In this case, it is hard to know with certainty what R&D investment would have been without reference pricing policy. Evidence suggests that reference pricing in British Columbia did not cause any significant changes in R&D expenditures in the province by the pharmaceutical industry, either in absolute terms or compared with the rest of Canada. BC-based pharmaceutical R&D continued to grow following the implementation of evidence-based drug coverage policies – indeed, it did so slightly more quickly following these policies than preceding them. Industry will, however, continue to claim the policy created a hostile environment that decreased investment potential. Pharmaceutical companies have long cited local market conditions as influences on R&D investment decisions (Taggart 1991; OECD 2006). Taggart (1991) describes this as surprising “because there seems to be no prima facie reasoning that would immediately lead to this conclusion”; in other words, it defies basic economic logic.

How so? Pharmaceutical companies are businesses before anything else. As such, they make investment decisions based on expected costs and benefits. For example, literature on location of R&D from this sector and others states that, on the cost side of R&D investments, firms will consider such factors as the effect of tax breaks on the cost-to-firm of local R&D spending (Taggart 1991; Cornet and Rensman 2001; Davis and Meyer 2004; OECD 2006; Pazderka 2007). It is notable that Canada’s R&D tax breaks are among the most generous in the world (OECD 2005). However, as evidenced by Canada’s relatively poor R&D performance (Guellec and de la Potterie 2001; Harris 2005; Conference Board of Canada 2007; Howitt 2007), tax breaks are not sufficient to make significant local R&D investment of value to firms.

An increasing amount of research suggests that the most important consideration in R&D investment decisions – even more so than tax breaks – is the availability, accessibility and quality of local technical infrastructure and scientific capacity (Jaffe 1989; Cockburn and Henderson 1996; Mansfield and Lee 1996; Porter 1998, 2000; Kuehmerle 1999; Davis and Meyer 2004). These factors are critical insofar as they relate to the research productivity and therefore expected return from a firm’s R&D investments. Across many studies, the availability and cost of high-quality labour ranks as a crucial determinant of R&D location (Taggart 1991; Cornet and Rensman 2001; OECD 2006); also important is the location of productive universities and
related laboratories (Jaffe 1989; Cockburn and Henderson 1996; Mansfield and Lee 1996; Kuemmerle 1999; Davis and Meyer 2004).

Thus, firms may never have intended to cut R&D in British Columbia or to increase R&D investment in the province more quickly than they actually did over the past decade. However, they may find that the rhetoric of punishment serves to build opposition to evidence-based drug coverage policies in other jurisdictions. For threats of punishment to be credible, pharmaceutical companies must be united in their local “boycott” and must sustain their support for it for sufficiently long to make it clear to local and foreign decision-makers that firms will punish themselves (by forgoing otherwise profitable local scientific endeavours) in order to punish governments who employ certain drug coverage policies. Such coordination among competing firms may be unsustainable if the area in question is otherwise attractive for R&D investment.

Conclusion

Despite industry claims, we found no evidence to suggest that pharmaceutical manufacturers pulled R&D investment from British Columbia following BC PharmaCare’s implementation of evidence-based policies, and reference pricing in particular, in the mid-1990s. The reason: threats of punishment do not stand up against business fundamentals. Industry will invest in local R&D based on the costs and benefits incurred from that scientific investment. Such factors are totally independent of local coverage policy except to the extent that firms try to associate them through the rhetoric of rewards and punishment. Even in the case of a policy as harshly opposed as reference pricing in British Columbia, the threats are not credible because firms will maintain their R&D investments as long as R&D fundamentals are unchanged.

Government policies most likely to affect R&D investment are those concerning the availability and cost of specialized researchers and facilities and proximity of academic research facilities. Prudent public policy would therefore manage pharmaceutical expenditures using evidence-based policies – which evidence from British Columbia shows can achieve cost-control and patient health goals – and pursue scientific and economic development goals through direct and strategic government investment in local scientific capacity. Provinces like British Columbia would be well advised to consider strategic support of scientific research in other areas, such as biotechnology, rather than competing (at significant cost to taxpayers) to overcome the pull of historical concentration of pharmaceutical investments in other, distant locations.
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